Southtowns # 3

TITLE: Plan for future

Design Principles:

1. Protect land
2. Extend rapid transit from UB to Lockport train from Eden to Buffalo.
3. Improve rt. 62

Notes:
- Move I90 from 290 to Buffalo St. College away from lake.
- Revitalization (continue) of Lake Erie Beach in the Town of Evans
- By expanding the rail system underdeveloped areas will develop organically
- Consider the Southtowns intercommunity transportation (SIT) effort
- Keep existing farmland- it is unlikely that underdeveloped areas will be good for farming
- Implement the Southtowns Farm Trail (Southtowns Coalition) in the Towns of Eden, Evans, Brant, North Collins, Concord, and the Villages of Angola, Farnham and NC
- Reopen train service from Eden to Buffalo. Trains or trollies.
- Rapid transit from Alden to airport to Buffalo.